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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mainframes require a lot of “Fibre” in their data diet. And the mainframe’s FIber CONnection is the right way to feed these beasts.The typical topology for FICON communications is a switched point-to-point fiber-optical topology. From the FICON-channel optical port (N_Port) there is a twin fiber-optical connection that transmits and receives fibers from the Node Port (N_Port) to a FICON-switch optical ingress Fabric Port (F_Port). The Fibre Channel serial frame is routed through the switch and exits the FICON switch at another F_Port. Next, there is another twin fiber- optical connection from the FICON switch egress F_Port to the FICON CU N_Port. The reverse communication (CU-to-channel) goes from the FICON CU N_Port to the switch F_Port to the other switch F_Port and then to the FICON-channel N_Port.Each of these four Fibre Channel ports, the two F_Ports and the two N_Ports in the switched point-to-point topology, checks the serial frame for a number of error conditions and increments its port LESB counter if it detects an error.This sophisticated connection has many under-the-cover features that, when understood, allow the user to make best use and get the ultimate performance from their I/O infrastructure.This presentation provides information about a few of those Inner Workings and Hidden Mechanisms.
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All or some of the products detailed in this presentation may still be under 
development and certain specifications, including but not limited to, release dates, 
prices, and product features, may change. The products may not function as intended 
and a production version of the products may never be released. Even if a production 
version is released, it may be materially different from the pre-release version 
discussed in this presentation.  

Nothing in this presentation shall be deemed to create a warranty of any kind, either 
express or implied, statutory or otherwise, including but not limited to, any implied 
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement of 
third-party rights with respect to any products and services referenced herein.  
ADX, Brocade, Brocade Assurance, the B-wing symbol, DCX, Fabric OS, 
HyperEdge, ICX, MLX, MyBrocade, OpenScript, The Effortless Network, VCS, VDX, 
Vplane, and Vyatta are registered trademarks, and Fabric Vision and vADX are 
trademarks of Brocade Communications Systems, Inc., in the United States and/or in 
other countries. Other brands, products, or service names mentioned may be 
trademarks of others. 

Legal Disclosure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to make sure that there are no misunderstandings.



Notes as part of the online handouts 

I have saved the PDF files for my presentations in such a way that all 
of the audience notes are available as you read the PDF file that you 
download. 
 
If there is a little balloon icon in the upper left hand corner of the slide 
then take your cursor and put it over the balloon and you will see the 
notes that I have made concerning the slide that you are viewing. 
 
This will usually give you more information than just what the slide 
contains. 
 
I hope this helps in your educational efforts! 
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A first look into the Inner Workings and               
Hidden Mechanisms of FICON Performance 

AGENDA – # 17505: 1st Look into the Inner Workings: 
• Discuss FICON design and Performance considerations when 

using a switched-FICON infrastructure. 
 
AGENDA – # 17506: A Deeper Look into the Inner Workings: 
• Focused more on underlying protocol concepts: 
 Switch Firmware 
 Buffer Credit Flow Control 
 Fabric Congestion, Backpressure and Slow Drain Devices 
 Buffer Credit Starvation 
 Data Encoding, Forward Error Correction and 

Compression/Encryption 
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Presentation Notes
What this presentation will accomplish.



Your I/O Infrastructure Has To Keep Pace 

• Vastly Improved Internal Performance of System z13 

• FICON Express8S and FICON Express16S Channel Cards – massive throughput 

• zHPF (High Performance FICON) is being deployed by more and more shops 

• DASD Vendors fully support 8 Gbps attachment and some even 16 Gbps  

• Flash storage and SSD are becoming Strategic to many Customers 

• Accelerated Deployment of Virtual Tape subsystems like TS7700 Grid and DLm 

• And many new capabilities are beginning to show up: 
 Forward Error Correction helps to stabilize performance across links 
 FICON Dynamic Routing (Exchange-based Routing) for ISL performance 
 Fabric I/O Priority will help Un-Clog some of our Customer’s I/O Infrastructures 

A Rapidly Changing World is Driving us to z13 
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Presentation Notes
Some of the mainframe improvements in IBM’s latest generation.



Low Speed 

High Speed 

High Speed 

z10, z196, z114, 
zEC12, zBC12, z13 

Tape and 
Virtual Tape 

High Speed 

D
A
S
D 

z System™ and DASD has been scaling up for 
performance and scaling out for capacity which 

means that your old I/O infrastructure needs updating! 

Components Must Work In Harmony To Achieve Value 

Older 
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Presentation Notes
Adoption of new technology in the enterprise data center can take years. For example, mainframe shops have a tendency to utilize purchased equipment until the paint falls off. For example, 2Gbps Director-class switching devices entered the market in 2002 followed by 4Gbps in 2004, 8Gbps in 2008 and 16Gbps in 2011. However, in contrast, during 2011 it was still 4Gbps storage devices that dominated shipments of new equipment while 2015 will see 16Gbps storage begin to dominate.



Low Speed 

High Speed 

Your enterprise needs the most robust, 
highest availability, fastest possible,  
performance oriented, ultra-scalable 
switching devices to be the Super-

Highway between your z13 and your 
storage infrastructure! 

High Speed 

z196, z114, 
zEC12, zBC12, z13 

Tape and 
Virtual Tape 

High Speed 

D
A
S
D 

z System™ and DASD has been scaling up for 
performance and scaling out for capacity which 
means that your I/O infrastructure must provide 

I/O Synergy rather than an I/O blockage! 

Components Must Work In Harmony To Achieve Value 

Older 

and Performance Bottlenecks! 

Host and Storage is getting 
Faster and Faster 
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Presentation Notes
With the strong move to 16Gbps online storage devices that is now underway, the old 2Gbps, 4Gbps and even 8Gbps FC and FICON Directors and switches are becoming a bottleneck not only to data center performance (especially SSD and Flash) but to obtaining the value out of the financial investments that customers have made in modern mainframes and storage.In order to achieve all of a customer’s business objectives through their data center strategies, the end-to-end capacity and performance of their host-to-storage connectivity must work in harmony.It is time for customers to give up their well loved and hard worked 4Gbps and 8Gbps switching devices and embrace the new and much more capable 16Gbps switching technology.



Perceived Actual 
The 

When Deploying 
FICON, There Is 

Often A Gap 
Between What 
You Expect For 

Its Performance 
And What You  
Actually Get! 

Let Us Try To 
Bridge That  

Understanding Here! 
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Presentation Notes
As new devices and channels are brought to market the vendor’s statements of intent for the equipment establish expected performance levels in the mind of the buyer. But, in fact, a user really has to run these devices, with the their workload and other infrastructure, to have a basis for assessing how their actual performance compares to their expectations.



z13 - A Superlative Processor 
Requires A High Performance I/O Infrastructure 

• 5 GHz Processors (among the world’s fastest) 

• 141 Configurable Processors (cores) available 

• Up to 50% better response times 

• Up to 40% capacity improvement over zEC12 

• 30% better performance for Linux and Java 

• 17x faster analytics for DB2-Analytics Accelerator 

• Up to 8,000 virtual machines in one system 

• FICON Express8S to attach 2 Gbps storage 

• FICON Express16S: 
• 98,000 IOPS with zHPF 
• 2600 MBps FD with zHPF 

• Up to 160 FICON Express16S cards – 320 CHPIDs 

• Lots of new functions (e.g. FEC, Fabric Priority) 
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Must Match This With I/O Infrastructure Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new system is simply called IBM z13.The model is 2964Everything has become drawers now, no more booksLCSS increased from 4 to 6LPARs increased from 60 to 854th Subchannel set addedIncreased (24k to 32k) I/O devices (subchannels) per channel6 to 24 SAPSThe IBM z13 offers a new generation of PCIe Gen3 I/O drawers. This also means the internal bus interconnect speed goes up from 8GBps for PCIe Gen2 to 16GBps for PCIe Gen3.FICON Express16S card only auto-negotiates downwards to 4Gb. That’s why FICON Express8S is still available in the new build, but there's an Statement of Direction (SOD) that mentions: IBM plans not to support FICON Express8 on the next high-end z System™ server!Using zHPF, each FX16S port can start up to 98,000 small blocksize I/Os (4K) (i.e. lab results not real world) and provide up to 2600 MBps Full Duplex (FD)The doors of the z13 can now be locked as well.



I/O Infrastructure Performance 
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Presentation Notes
IBM z13 is the latest generation of the IBM mainframe to deliver substantial value to the I/O infrastructure, here are six things that you should know about the IBM z13 I/O infrastructure:Fibre Connection (FICON) Dynamic Routing is a new feature that enables exploitation of SAN dynamic routing polices in the fabric to lower cost and improve performance for supporting I/O devices.Mainframe SAN Fabric Priority, with the DS8870, extends the z/OS Work Load Manager (WLM) to the SAN infrastructure providing improved resilience and autonomic capabilities while enhancing the value of FICON Dynamic Routing.FICON Express16S with the DS8870 can provide substantially improved DB2 transactional latency and up to 32% reduction in elapsed time for I/O bound batch jobs.Forward Error Correction (FEC) with the DS8870 can operate at higher speeds, over longer distances, with reduced power and higher throughput, while retaining the same reliability and robustness that FICON has traditionally been known for.zHPF Extended Distance II feature can reduce the impact of distance on I/O response times by 50% for large data writes, providing significant response time improvements for multi-site IBM Parallel Sysplex® environments.All z13 FICON features (FICON Express8, FICON Express8S, and FICON Express16S) can support up to 32K devices allowing further consolidation of more devices onto a set of channels.



Maximizing System Response Time 
Today’s I/O Requires Low Latency and High Performance 

SSD / FLASH 
z13 

FICON Director 

• Cut-Through frame routing 
• Local Switching 
• Forward Error Correction 
• Virtual Channels 
• Bottleneck Detection 
• Buffer Credit Recovery 
• CUP Diagnostics 

• 64b66b encoding 
• Forward Error Correction 
• z/OS Health Checker 
• zHPF 
• Fabric I/O Priority 

 
 

NOTE: 
FICON Express16S is 

priced to be the same as 
FICON Express8S 

• 64b66b encoding 
• Forward Error Correction 
• Fabric I/O Priority 
 

Consistent Latency 

CUP 

CUP 

This is how a user enables 
their enterprise to achieve 

maximum benefit from storage, 
especially SSD storage! 
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Presentation Notes
To maintain acceptable System Response Time for mainframe I/O, various capabilities come into play depending upon where you are looking within the I/O infrastructure.Flash-based storage and SSDs are driving incredible advances in storage, dramatically reducing the historical I/O performance gap between the server side (with multi-core processors and faster memory) and the storage side.SSD storage addresses both I/O and throughput bottlenecks, enabling faster block- and file-based storage performance for high-density virtualized workloads and traditional mission-critical applications.However, this assumes that the storage network can keep pace. Whether they are deployed as standalone SSD-based arrays or directly connected to the server CPU and memory bus, SSDs accelerate I/O performance, driving the need for higher I/O bandwidth performance and greater availability from the storage network.



• In a world where so much computing is systematic, millisecond delays 
matter.  

• Low-latency, high-performance, consistent Response Time networking 
has become a competitive imperative – but with our data tsunami, it is 
much more difficult to achieve! 
• Took from ~1940 to 2010 to store the first Zettabyte of digital data (1 million TB) 
• Took from 2010 to 2012 to store the next Zettabyte of digital data 
• Today we probably have about 7 Zettabytes of digital data stored 
• Some analysts think by 2020 there will be 44 Zettabytes of digital data stored 

• It becomes evident that being just nanoseconds faster can be worth 
millions of dollars (euros, yen, GBP, shekels, etc.)! 

• A TABB Group study, in July 2010, determined that, “A 1-millisecond 
advantage in a trading application can be worth US$100 million a year to 
a brokerage firm”. 

• Simply speaking, latency is a measure of how long it takes for a single I/O 
request to happen from the application’s viewpoint – it is WAIT Time! 

The requirement for Low Latency Networking 
I/O Latency Impacts System Response Time 
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Presentation Notes
Simply speaking, latency is a measure of how long it takes for a single I/O request to happen from the application’s viewpoint.In general, when it comes to data storage, high latency is just about the least desirable trait, right up there with poor reliability.Databases especially are very sensitive with respect to latency – DBs make several kinds of requests that need to be acknowledged quickly (ideally in under 10ms, and writes especially in well under 5ms). In particular, the redo log writes need to be acknowledged almost instantaneously for a heavy-write DB – under 1ms is preferable.High sustained latency in a mission-critical app can have a nasty compounding effect – if a DB can’t write to its redo log fast enough for a single write, everything stalls until that write can complete, then moves on. However, if it constantly can’t write to its redo log fast enough, the user experience will be unacceptable as requests get piled up – the DB may be a back-end to a very busy web front-end for doing Internet sales, for example. A delay in the DB will make the web front-end also delay, and the company could well lose thousands of customers and millions of dollars while the delay is happening. Some companies could also face penalties if they cannot meet certain SLAs.   -  Source: http://recoverymonkey.org/2012/07/26/an-explanation-of-iops-and-latency/



Response Time in the I/O Infrastructure 

• Here is a diagram as if a SINGLE FICON I/O being done on a channel link. 

Lowering switch and infrastructure latency results in better Response Time! 

• If this example 
was how FICON 
I/O was done, that 
each I/O was 
serialized, then a 
user could only 
achieve ~400 4K 
I/Os per second      
(at 250 μs per 
I/O). 

• But we know that 
is not how the       
z System really 
works so….. 

23-98K IOPS 
SSD 

(180K-4000K IOPS) 
FICON 

Director 
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Presentation Notes
This I/O diagram really could never work since a FICON channel needs to overlap many I/O’s concurrently.  FICON could never achieve the 23,000 IOPS rated for FICON Express8S in command mode FICON if each one was serialized.It is true, however, that a single 4K read takes in the neighborhood of 250 microseconds to accomplish.One IOP does not equal 1 frame.  A 4K FICON command mode read IOP is FOUR frames (two in each direction).  In zHPF it would be 3 frames (one from the channel to CU and two the other way).



Response Time in the I/O Infrastructure 

• Here is a diagram of a the actual multi-programming level of I/O 

Multi-Programming is what actually occurs on the I/O Infrastructure 

-  for 2 simultaneous FICON I/Os  -  a bit more complex now! • Overlapped I/O!   

• FICON is heavily 
overlapped, which 
means… 

• We can only look at 
fabric latency in terms of 
percent of the total 
response time.  

• And achieving lower 
response time makes all 
users happy. 

• Discussed next are 
some of the innovative 
things that can help 
minimize I/O response 
time. 
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Presentation Notes
It is important to remember that as the latency of the I/O at the storage device goes down (think SSD) then the latency of the fabric infrastructure becomes a much more significant thing when addressing response time.



  FICON Express8 
• zXC12, z196, z114, z10 
• 4 ports per feature 
 <= 620 MBps for Write I/O                               

out of 1600 MBps 
 zHPF FICON Mode:                  

<=770 MBps Full Duplex                                 
out of 1600 MBps 

• 40 Buffer Credits/CHPID 
FICON buffer credits have 
become very limited per 

CHPID 

8Gb 

Current Mainframe Channel Cards (Features) 

  FICON Express8S 
• z13, zXC12, z196, z114 
• 2 ports per feature 
• <=620 MBps for Write I/O 

out of 1600 MBps 
• zHPF FICON Mode:            

<=1600 MBps Full 
Duplex out of 1600 MBps 

• 40 Buffer Credits/CHPID 

2Gb 

Only 2 Ports per feature 
…BUT… 

Better Performance 

  FICON Express16S 
• z13 
• 2 ports per feature 
• <=620 MBps for Write I/O 

out of 1600 MBps 
• zHPF FICON Mode:            

<=2600 MBps Full 
Duplex out of 3200 MBps 

• 90 Buffer Credits/CHPID 
Improved ASIC 

…AND… 
LOTS of new functionality 
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Presentation Notes
FICON Express channel features have never been able to actually provide native link rate performance.Since Command Mode FICON typically has frame sizes of around 870 to 1,024 bytes, it takes a lot of Start I/Os to drive any throughput. The microprocessor on the ASIC gets completely consumed before native line rates can be achieved.The latest channel, FICON Express16S is not all about a bump in data rate. The 16G technology is full of additional functionality that will prove to be valuable for their users.



• New ASIC provides 16 Gbps data rate performance and Technology benefits 

• Improved FICON Express16S (FX16s) ASIC for additional functionality: 
 Enhanced zHPF functions especially over longer distances 
 Forward Error Correction (FEC) to stabilize high speed links 
 Fabric I/O Priority managed by Workload Manager/Goal Mode 
 Read Diagnostic Parameters to pinpoint physical link failures 

• FX16S auto-negotiates to 4, 8, or 16 Gbps (1 and 2 Gbps NOT supported) 

• FX16S also:  
 Increased bandwidth (Full Duplex 2600 MBps vs 1600 MBps onFX8S) 
 Provides substantially improved transactional latency 
 Provides up to 32% reduction in elapsed time for I/O bound batch jobs 

FICON Express16S Standard, long PCIe card 

We Start With The 16G Channel Cards (Features) 
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Presentation Notes
The FICON Express8S and/or FICON Express16S channel cards help you prepare your I/O infrastructure for the future. FICON Express8S (GA in 2011) and FICON Express16S (GA in 2015)Continues the tradition of offering more capabilities with each new generation of FICON channel. The features were designed with the future in mind, while remembering the past, by supporting the data serving leadership of z System and enabling improved data access using High Performance FICON on z System (zHPF), as well as providing the ability to autonegotiate to the link data rates of 2 or 4 Gbps which may be required for existing infrastructures.Allows for the consolidation of existing FICON Express2, FICON Express4, and FICON Express8 channels onto fewer FICON Express8S or 16S channels while maintaining and enhancing performance.Offers performance improvements for High Performance FICON for z System (zHPF), and Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) to ensure that current z System servers continue to allow your bandwidth to increase to meet the demands of your business applications.Operates at 2, 4, or 8 Gbps autonegotiated.Has a feature supporting single mode fiber optic cabling (9 micron) terminated with an LC Duplex connector - 10KM LX.Has a feature supporting multimode fiber optic cabling (50 or 62.5 micron) terminated with an LC Duplex connector - SX.FICON Express16S (GA in 2015 on z13) with long wave optics will be offered at the same price point as FICON Express8S so there is no change in cost.



I/O Channel Path Groups – since the 1980s 

• The z System® operating system has a built in capability known as 
“Path Group” to balance and provide performance-oriented I/O.  

• For mainframes, users can group up to 8 of their physical 
channels between the Channel Path IDs (CHPIDs), which are the 
mainframe I/O ports, out to connected switch or storage ports.   

• It is the mainframe channel subsystem (CSS) algorithm that 
decides which path in the path group will be used by deciding 
which path is least busy and which paths are operational, etc.   

• Path Groups allow I/O to be automatically spread evenly and fairly 
across a number of physical channel paths with every effort made 
to avoid over-subscribing any given I/O channel in the PG. 

• Path Groups provide instantaneous fail over to operational links if 
a path group link fails. 
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Minimizing frame latency maintains a good I/O response time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mainframe Path Group functionality is not a capability that is provided for distributed processors and their data paths.  For open systems, special services must be provided to balance I/O across multipath configurations between servers and storage (and this software is often left out of TCO calculations).  Examples of this are EMC® PowerPath® Multipathing and IBM® System Storage® Multipath Subsystem Device Driver (SDD).  Both are special purpose software applications installed on a distributed server to control and balance multipath I/O operations.  Other vendors also have their own multipathing solutions.



• When conditions occur that cause an imbalance in performance           
(e.g. I/O latency/throughput): 
• The channel subsystem will bias the path selection away from 

poorer performing paths toward the well performing paths. 

• This is accomplished by exploiting the in-band I/O instrumentation 
and metrics of z System FICON and zHPF protocols and new 
intelligent algorithms in the channel subsystem to exploit this 
information. 

Channel Sub-System Enhancements                       
zXC12 / z13 Path Group Enhancement 
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You can see that the  
mainframe is concerned 

about Latency, and makes  
sure that Latency is  

minimized on the channels  
in each Path Group. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Abnormal conditions include multi-system resource contention in the storage area network (SAN) or at the control unit ports, SAN congestion, improperly defined SAN configurations, dynamic changes in fabric routing, firmware failures, hardware failures (such as link speeds not initializing correctly), cabling errors, and destination port congestion. When these abnormal conditions occur they can cause an imbalance in I/O performance characteristics (such as latency and throughput) across a set of channel paths to the control unit. The zEC12 channel subsystem is designed  to intelligently utilize the channels that provide optimal performance. This enhancement is accomplished by exploiting the in-band I/O instrumentation and metrics of the z System FICON and z System High Performance FICON (zHPF) protocols and new intelligent algorithms in the channel subsystem designed to exploit this information.



• Some Directors utilize “cut through” frame routing which means that a full frame 
does not have to reside in switch memory before it gets passed along 

• “Cut through” frame routing allows them to have a low average frame latency 
delay for fibre channel data frames – especially significant with SSD devices! 

• Reducing I/O path “Latency” provides improved I/O performance to devices like 
SSD! 

The last of 
a frame’s 
bits are leaving 
the HBA or the 
FICON adapter… 

…as the first of a 
frame’s bits are 

entering the storage 
port and the storage 
systems begins to 

work with that same 
frame. 

The frame actually extends 
From the host adapter to  

the storage adapter! 

FICON Switch: Cut-through Frame Routing 
Minimizing frame latency maintains a good I/O response time 
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Presentation Notes
There are two ways for a fiber channel switch to propagate its traffic, Cut-through and Store-and-Forward.Some switching devices use Cut-Through frame routing – Brocade 1st implemented this on 2Gb devices.Cut-through switching is a frame routing method wherein the switching platform starts forwarding a frame as soon as the switch has read the destination address. A cut through switch will forward the frame it is receiving before it has completed receiving the frame. These switches will function at wire speed, forwarding traffic as fast as it receives it.This technique reduces latency time through the switch.If a frame is bad or has an error it might be flagged in the frame wrapper by the switch but the frame is always passed to the receiving device. It will be up to that receiving device to accept or reject a frame after performing its own error checking.



• Standard central (backplane) switching 
 Ingress port is on one ASIC while the 

Egress port is on a different ASIC – even on 
the same blade 

• ASIC sends frame from its ingress port to its 
egress port – very fast 

• Data traffic within same port group does not 
cross the backplane – ASIC does switching 

• Minimizing Frame latency 
  2.1 µs between ports for central switching 
 700 ns for “locally switched” ports 

Local Switching                   
(Traffic in same port group doesn’t 

consume slot bandwidth) 

Local Switching = Lower Response Time 

Central 
Switching 

Local 
Switching 
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Presentation Notes
700ns switching latency when local switching is utilized at 8G or 16GThis is all about cabling the switch so that ingress ports and egress ports align on the same ASIC.



• A popular deployment strategy is to 
take a mainframe Path Group and 
spread it out across 8 blades – one 
path of the path group per blade 

• In the event of a blade or port failure 
only 1/8th of the path group, and 
therefore the bandwidth, would be 
affected 

• Spreading out the storage 
connections across all the blades in a 
chassis also minimizes the bandwidth 
loss in the event of a blade or port 
failure 

• I/O would have a consistent and 
predictable 2.1 μs latency but this 
deployment precludes local switching 
from being  utilized! 

8 path 
Path Group 

2.1μsec Switching deployment 

Central Switching = Excellent Response Time 

Not a bad strategy… 
Excellent resiliency and availability… 

Just not the best performance-oriented 
strategy! 
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Presentation Notes
Whenever a frame must ingress on one ASIC and egress on a different ASIC then the frame must be routed to a Core Routing blade and from there it gets sent to the egress port for transfer on to its next destination.Very consistent performance of ~2.1 μs



Local Switching = Best Response Time 

• Consider using Local Switching which 
means putting the ingress and egress 
ports are on the same ASIC of a 
Director’s blade 

• To minimize overall disruption if a 
blade were to fail, some customers 
are placing the ingress ports with their 
egress ports, on the same ASIC 

• If the ASIC or physical port fails then 
that chosen set of CHPIDs and 
storage ports all become disabled as 
a group 

• Not all, but a high percentage of the 
I/O, would probably use Local 
Switching in this configuration 

• One of many strategies for deploying 
a FICON fabric 

700ns Latency 

Local Switching 

Local Switching 
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Presentation Notes
Here is one example of how a user could make use of Local Switching for many of the I/O exchanges while central switching might also be utilized when needed.



Virtual Channels (VCs) Avoid Head-of-Line Blocking 

 MEDIUM 

 LOW 

 HIGH 

Improves I/O Response Time on ISLs and across the fabric 
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Physical BBCs are virtualized into small pools! 

Of the total physical BBCs VC2-5 each get 5 BBCs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A graphical representation of how ISL (E_Port) Virtual Channels look when QoS is enabled but extended fabrics have not been deployed.Virtual channels create multiple logical data paths across a single physical link or connection. They are allocated their own network resources such as queues and buffer-to-buffer credits.Virtual channel technology is the fundamental building block for Priority I/O queuing and is used to construct Adaptive Networking services.Virtual channels are divided into multiple priority groups of which only a subset is used for data frames. Quality of Service (QoS) is a traffic shaping feature available in Fabric OS. QoS allows the prioritization of data traffic based on the SID and DID of each frame. Through the use of CS_CTL bits in a frame (mainframe) or QoS zones (open systems), traffic can be divided into three priorities: high, medium, and low. Four of the data virtual channels (VC2 through VC5) are used to multiplex data frames when there is not any congestion on the link or when CS_CTL settings and/or QoS zones are not in use. These are the medium priority VCs.Seven of the data virtual channels (VC8 through VC14) are used to multiplex data frames based upon CS_CTL settings or QoS zones only when congestion occurs. Adaptive Networking services rely on virtual channel technology. For example, QoS allows fine-grained allocation of fabric resources to applications, while categorizing the relative importance of the application (high, medium, low). Using Quality of Service is easy: adding a special prefix to a zone name classifies the zone’s traffic as having a high, medium or low QoS priority. Specific virtual channels are assigned to each QoS priority. 



• Reduced Head-of-Line Blocking 
(HoLB) on ISLs maximizes total 
switching fabric performance 

• Can minimize HoLB on ISL links 
to fabric ports on a switch since 
2002 

• Virtual Channels can be thought 
of as several pools of buffer 
credits dedicated to an ISL port 

• Each of these buffer credit pools 
(virtual channels) services unique 
F_Ports on each connectivity 
blade 

Reduced Head-of-Line Blocking on ISL Links 
ISL Link Virtual Channels (VC) 
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Instead of placing all CHPIDs at one end of the chassis and Storage at the other, 
make use of VCs by staggering their placement diagonally across the blades. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtual channels (VC) first became available when 2 Gbps was introduced on our switching devices over a decade ago.To ensure reliable, ISL communications, VC technology logically partitions bandwidth within an ISL into many different virtual channels and then prioritizes I/O traffic to optimize performance and prevent head of line blocking.Of course an ISL is still just one fibre link so only a single lane of I/O traffic is passing across it, in each direction, physically at a time:A virtual channel is really just a segment of buffer credits that are dedicated to a specific VC number.On switches that use the Condor (4Gbps) ASIC there are 16 VCs numbered 0-15.On switches that use the Condor2 (8Gbps) ASIC there are 16 VCs numbered 0-15.On switches that use the Condor3 (16Gbps) ASIC there are 40 VCs numbered 0-39.Even though there are many more VCs on Condor3 ASICs, we are not currently taking advantage of these for user QoS or any other user purpose.Each VC is assigned a specific role in handling I/O traffic across an ISL link:VC0 is for all Class F traffic; priority level is 0 (highest) – frames sent only between switching devicesAll class F traffic for the entire fabric automatically receives its own queue and the highest priority, this ensures that the important control frames (NameServer updates, Zoning distribution, RSCNs etc.) are never waiting behind “normal” pay-load traffic (also referred to as Class 2 or 3 traffic).VC1 is for F_BSY, F_RJT, and Class 2 link control traffic; priority level is 0.VC2 through VC5 are for all Class 2 and Class 3 traffic; priority level is 2 or 3.VC6 is for multicast traffic; priority level is 2 or 3.VC7 is for multicast and broadcast traffic; priority level is 2 or 3.FC (IP-FC), multicast and broadcast traffic are assigned on VCs (6 and 7) to avoid any congestion on the data VCs from broadcast storms or other unwanted IP behavior.



Must Maintain High Performance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Users will need to collect, analyze, react to and/or report information regarding the performance of the individual components. Users must check on whether the actual output is in line with what was intended or should have been achieved.



• There must be some way to monitor for latency and congestion in the I/O fabric 
and receive notification when problems are detected 

• Resource contention, congestion, and other issues can impact user application 
performance and FICON performance 

• Alert the user when thresholds are exceeded help with troubleshooting 

Bottleneck Detection 
Quickly Identify and Resolve FICON Performance Degradation 
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Volume 

Volume 
This image cannot currently be displayed.

Detecting Latency and Congestion 

Check for 
Latency 

Check for 
Latency 

Check for 
Congestion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uses pre-defined thresholds and alerts in conjunction with Brocade’s Monitoring and Alerting Policy Suite (MAPS) to automatically detect and alert administrators to severe levels or transient spikes of latency, and identifies slow drain devices that might impact the network.Bottleneck monitoring (at FOS 7.0 and higher this is Fabric Performance Impact Monitoring) automatically detects and alerts administrators to severe levels or transient spikes of latency, and identifies slow drain devices that might impact the network. This feature uses advanced monitoring capabilities and intuitive MAPS dashboard reporting to indicate various latency severity levels, pinpointing exactly which devices are causing or impacted by a bottlenecked port. This feature also provides automatic mitigation or recovery from the effects of slow drain devices.FPI is an invaluable tool for SAN administrators, helping them to avoid problems that can impact application performance. At the same time, it provides Brocade users with capabilities not available through third-party tools.



Automatic Buffer Credit Recovery 

• Losing acknowledgements will 
lead to frames never being 
discarded from the port’s BC 
memory and never purged. 

• Buffer credit loss can lead to 
performance degradation, hence 
early detection and recovery is 
essential 

• Buffer credit loss should be 
detected and recovered 
automatically at the Virtual 
Channel (VC) level of ISLs 

• Loss of single or multiple BCs and                 
Stuck VC (no credits remain) 
should recover automatically 

Stabilize I/O response time by maximizing link performance 

Stuck VC Detection  
& Recovery 

Condor3 ISL 

VC Level  
Credit  Loss Detection  

and Recovery 
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Link bit errors can corrupt  
acknowledgements just as they 

can corrupt frames. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Brocade BB_Credit Recovery mechanism will be activated when a port on a Brocade switch that supports 8 Gbps or 16 Gbps FC is configured for LE, LS, or LD long distance mode.The goal of BB_Credit Recovery is to detect missing buffer credits and restore them, even in the event of a failed Control Processor (CP).  This feature is supported by Fabric OS (FOS) firmware.During normal Storage Area Network (SAN) operation, FC frames and R_RDYs or VC_RDYs may become corrupted in transport, which could be in the form of one or more bits in error.  Bit errors can be caused by optics failing, bad cables, loose connections, optical budgets not within tolerances, intermittent hardware malfunctions, long distance connections, and so on.If the receiving side of an ISL connection cannot recognize the Start Of Frame (SOF) in the header of the incoming frame, then it will not respond with the appropriate VC_RDY.  Because the sender had decremented the available buffer count by 1 and in turn does not receive the corresponding VC_RDY, synchronization between the sender and receiver is now skewed by the missing VC_RDY.  When this condition occurs, no explicit error is generated and it will not resolve itself without some form of automated or manual recovery mechanism.  Not receiving a VC_RDY is not considered an error condition.  Corrupted SOF or VC_RDY violates the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) and generates an error and/or increments a statistical counter; however, this will not be specific to BB_Credit or VC_RDY loss errors and will not initiate BB recovery or adjust associated counters.  Another scenario occurs when the VC_RDY returned by the receiver is corrupted.  The result is the same as in the previous scenario.  The sender will have an outstanding buffer count of 1 less than what is actually available on the receiving side.Buffer credit recovery allows links to recover after buffer credits are lost when the buffer credit recovery logic is enabled.  The buffer credit recovery feature also maintains good performance.  If a credit is lost, a recovery attempt is initiated.  During link reset, the frame and credit loss counters are reset without disruption but potentially with a slight and temporary performance degradation.



• Control Unit Port code is part of a switches firmware: 

 Used to provide FICON Director Reports in RMF (buffer credits, frame size, etc.) 

 Used for in-band communication with Systems Automation 

 Supports Prohibit Dynamic Connectivity Mask (PDCMs) 

 Supports Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) 

 Provides Service Information Messages (SIM) to the z/OS console for 
FICON device hardware failures 

 Provides CUP Diagnostics support 

 Supports IBM’s z/OS Health Checker 

 

Switched-FICON Lets You Use CUP 
Control Unit Port Is A Great Tool for FICON 
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Lets look at these two 
and see how they help 

maintain High Performance! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CUP provides an in-band management interface, first created by IBM, that defines the Channel Command Words (CCWs) that the FICON host can use for managing a FC or ESCON switch. The protocol used is the IBM version of the ANSI FC-SB3 single-byte command code specification, which defines the protocol used for transporting CCWs to the switch, and for the switch to direct data and status back. The CUP is an optional licensed feature. The CUP provides an interface for host in-band management and collection of FICON director performance metrics using the RMF 74-7 record, more commonly known as the FICON Director Activity Report. Host-based management programs manage the FICON directors and switches by sending commands to the switch Control Unit defined in the IOCDS and Hardware Configuration Definition (HCD). A FICON director or switch that supports CUP can be controlled by one or more host-based management programs or director consoles. Control of the FICON directors can be shared between these options. There are now more than 39 CUP commands, or CCWs, for monitoring and control of the FICON director functions. CUP commands are oriented towards management of a single switch, even though the use of CUP in a cascaded FICON environment is fully supported.



CUP Diagnostics 
z/OS Display Matrix Command is enhanced 

• ROUTE=TODEV 
 Determine the path through the 

fabric from the channel to the device 

• ROUTE=TODEV,HEALTH 
 Adds SFP power levels, 

transmit/receive utilization statistics, 
and error counts to the report 

• ROUTE=FROMDEV 
 Same as TODEV but from the 

device to the channel 

• ROUTE=FROMDEV,HEALTH 

D M=DEV(A000,(88)),ROUTE=TODEV,HEALTH 

B2 B3 

CHPID 88 

B230 B330 

UNITADD=A000 

CUP CUP 
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Show the route that frames take when sent from CHPID 88 to Control Unit A000 
Include the ISL link for that transfer and also give us SFP health information. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With Switch (CUP) Diagnostics, a new fabric wide diagnostic command channel program is provided to enable z/OS® to obtain fabric topology, collect diagnostic information such as performance data, determine the health of the fabric, generate a diagnostic log on the switch, and resolve problems in the fabric. The diagnostic command is issued as a channel program to a special device called the control unit port (CUP) device, also called the switch or control device. The CUP device is simulated as a special firmware load on the switch that allows z/OS to issue channel programs to it. The CUP device is defined in z/OS as an actual device and brought online.The control unit definition for the CUP device consists of one or more channel paths attached to the switch with a special destination port of FE. This destination port allows the switch to determine that the request is being routed to the CUP device, rather than a real destination port on the switch.A switch device also provides an unsolicited unit check that indicates that one or more switches or ports in the fabric is operating at less than optimal capability, called a health summary unit check. This will trigger z/OS to retrieve the diagnostic information from the switch to further diagnose the problem. The sense data will identify the source and destination ports to be used for the query.The z/OS exploitation of the diagnostic command will consist of the following in z/OS V2R1:Setting the diagnostic interval at device initialization.Enhance the D M=DEV command to display the path through the fabric and the health of the fabric and its components.Generate a Health Check that is initiated after an error or anomaly is detected, such as a command response time (CMR) or I/O rate discrepancy on a path, or when a diagnostic health check is generated by the switch.



1st Command 

CMR 

Measuring FICON Response Time using CMR 

• Initial command response (CMR) time is the amount of time from when the 
channel sends the first command until it gets a response from the control unit 

• First round trip through the fabric – a benchmark is set as the fabric first begins 
functioning 

• AVG CMR (command response) Delay - This delay indicates the time between a 
successful I/O operation being initiated on the channel and the device 
acknowledging the connection. If delays are detected, they could be caused by 
contention in the fabric and/or at the ingress/egress port. 

• Extreme switch latency time, ISL congestion, backpressure, slow draining 
devices and other situations can cause an abnormally high value for AVG CMR 
DELAY and is reported by RMF. 

FICON 

Used by z System Health Checker (via CUP Diagnostics) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBM Health Checker for z/OS provides a foundation to help simplify and automate the identification of potential configuration problems before they impact system availability. It compares active values and settings to those suggested by IBM or defined by your installation.System z IOS Health Check was needed to recognize symptoms of fabric problems such as hardware errors, I/O mis-configurations, and congestion, by detecting inconsistent initial Command Response (CMR) times.Initial Command Response (CMR) Time isolates the round trip fabric delay portion of the command Execution. This allows host to identify where congestion is occurring.



z/OS Health Checker 
Points of Failure and Flow Analysis 

• Leverages CUP Diagnostics  

• IOS can find unacceptable fabric I/O                       
service times that slow down response                     
time by monitoring CMR Delay:  
 RMF Device Activity reports with                         

high average service times 
 RMF Queuing reports with high                        

“initial command response” time 

• z/OS Health Checker tests Single Points of 
Failure: 
 Analyze connections and paths 
 Identify common components 

• zHealth Checker can provide a Flow Description: 
 Identify fabric routes 
 Examine utilization statistics 
 Assess performance and errors 

CUP 
IOS 

Health 
Check 

Detecting inconsistent 
Command Response Time 

(CMR) 
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Recent update will be available 
30 September 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
z/OS V2.2 supports a new health check for FICON dynamic routing: This function requires z13 processor function and IBM System Storage DS8000 series devices with a minimum MCL. This health check is designed to check all components of a dynamic routing fabric, the channel subsystem, and disk control units to make sure that dynamic routing requirements are met if dynamic routing has been enabled for one or more FICON switches. This support, also planned to be available for z/OS V1.13 and z/OS V2.1 with the PTF for APAR OA47297 in September 2015, is intended to help you identify misconfiguration errors that can result in data integrity exposures. For more information about the availability of this function, refer to Hardware Announcement 115-001, dated January 14, 2015.IBM Health Checker for z/OS provides a foundation to help simplify and automate the identification of potential configuration problems before they impact system availability. It compares active values and settings to those suggested by IBM or defined by your installation. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS consists of:The framework, which manages functions such as check registration, messaging, scheduling, command processing, logging, and reporting. The framework is provided as an open architecture in support of check writing. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS framework is available as a base function starting with z/OS V1.7.Individual health checks, which evaluate settings and definitions specific to products, elements, or components. Checks are provided separately and are independent of the framework. The architecture of the framework supports checks written by IBM, independent software vendors (ISVs), and users. You can manage checks and define overrides to defaults using the MODIFY command or the HZSPRMxx parmlib member.IBM-supplied checks can be integrated with the product, element, or component, or they can be provided as APARs in between z/OS releases.



• An ability to automatically configure a Flow Monitor for           
all paths to a given port can be a valuable troubleshooting 
tool to determine where traffic to a port originates. 

• Flow Monitoring automatically creates a list of ALL flows 
(SID/DID) to a given port so performance at a specific port 
can be analyzed by channel path to see the fabric SID/DID 
pairs (e.g. the “WHO”) that are using that port.  

• Can then analyze a SPECIFIC SID-DID pair if they are 
suspected of not playing well in the fabric 

• For example, an IOCP mistake resulting in two CHPIDs, 
from different CECs, contending for the same tape port can 
easily be identified (The WHO that is causing the problem) 
by setting up a Flow Monitor on the tape port to monitor all 
flows.  

• A single mouse click should bring the user right to the port 
information with the RNID data that articulates the CEC 
serial number, CHPID, and channel subsystem (CSS).  

I/O Flow Monitoring 
It is easier to determine What the Problem is versus Who is causing the Problem 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A flow is a set of Fibre Channel (FC) frames or packets that share similar traits, such as an ingress port or egress port identifier or any other data that can be used to differentiate one set of related frames or packets from a different set.Flow Monitoring provides comprehensive visibility into flows in the fabric, including the ability to automatically learn (discover) flows and non-disruptively monitor flow performance.Users can monitor all flows from a specific host to multiple targets/LUNs or from multiple hosts to a specific target/LUN; monitor all flows across a specific ISL; or perform LUN-level monitoring of specific frame types to identify resource contention or congestion that is impacting application performance.



SAN Fabric I/O Priority 
Application Driven Quality of Service 

• Translate application importance 
into Fabric Priority (Quality of 
Service) 

• Persist I/O priority levels   
across a fabric between host 
and end devices  

• Fabric I/O Priority (QoS) is 
preserved in each frame  

• Fabric I/O Priority works in 
conjunction with z/OS workload 
manager in Goal Mode 

• Three levels of prioritization: 
 Prioritize the frames between 

a host and target with a high, 
medium, or low priority in   
Goal Mode 

ISLs 
FICON 

z System 

High, Medium, 
Low Priority per 

Link 

Workload 
Manager 

Tier 
1 

Tier 
2 

Tier 
3 

High, Medium, 
Low Priority carried 
through the fabric 

IBM Provides this on 
 FICON Express16S  

and DS8870 16G Links 
Across FICON Switches 
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Availability 
30 September 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAN Fabric I/O Priority: I/O priority is set throughout much of the system by the I/O supervisor (IOS) and z/OS Workload Manager (WLM) components and honored by the channel subsystem and IBM System Storage DS8000 series control units. z/OS V2.2 is designed to provide additional prioritization data for the FICON fabric so that the highest priority read and write operations can be done first when the fabric becomes congested. This new function requires support available in z13 processors, an IBM DS8870 Storage Subsystem microcode level, and corresponding support in the FICON switches. This function is also planned to be available on the z/OS V2.2 general availability date for z/OS V1.13 and z/OS V2.1 with the PTFs for APARs OA47297 and OA44431. This is intended to provide end-to-end prioritization according to WLM policy for DASD I/O operations, in addition to existing support for channel and control unit prioritization. For more information about the availability of this function, refer to Hardware Announcement 115-001, dated January 14, 2015.QoS has been useful for SAN but not so useful for FICON until now. The way QoS is done for Open Systems is by initiator-target. On the mainframe our much more sophisticated Workload Manager is what z System uses to make Quality of Service decisions – such as Priority I/O Queuing.So an end-to-end QoS that works in conjunction with z/OS workload manager is what is powerful for FICON.On an LPAR, if important work is missing its goals due to I/O contention on channels shared with other work, it will be given a higher channel subsystem I/O priority (by Workload Manager) than the less important work. This function works together with Dynamic Channel Management (DCM). As additional channels are moved to the partition running the important work, channel subsystem priority queuing is designed so the important work that really needs it receives the additional I/O resource.The CS_CTL-based frame prioritization feature (FOS 7.3.x and higher) allows you to prioritize the frames between a host and target as having high, medium, or low priority, depending on the value of the CS_CTL field in the FC frame header. High, medium, and low priority frames are allocated to different virtual channels (VCs). High priority frames receive more VCs than medium priority frames, which receive more VCs than low priority frames. The virtual channels are allocated according to the CS_CTL value.I/O traffic prioritization of FICON and/or FCP traffic is based on CS_CTL bits in Fibre Channel frame headerValue 0-7: Low priorityValue 8-15: Medium priorityValue 16-23: High priority



Monday August 10, 2015  --  11:15am to 12:15am  -- Session 17506 

  My Next Presentation: 
 

A Deeper Look into the Inner Workings and 
Hidden Mechanisms of FICON Performance 
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Monday August 10, 2015  --  10:00am to 11:00am  -- Session 17505 

Please Fill Out Your Online Evaluations!! 

 

 

This was session: 

 17505 
 
And Please Indicate in                                                                                                                                          
the evaluation if there are                                                                                                                                                       
other presentations you                                                                                                                     
would like to see us present                                                                                                                     
in this track at SHARE! 

QR Code 

Thank You For Attending Today! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending this session today!
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